Tips for Managing Yearly Fishing Income

Whether you fish only during the summer salmon season, or you’re longlining off Kodiak all year, managing your profits or losses is an annual drill necessary for long-term business success. Getting tax paperwork together is mandatory, but actual business decisions should be only partly driven by yearly tax demands.

Here are some tips to help organize your financial management to-do list before the end of the year while keeping an eye on long-term business and operation priorities.

Meet Tax Preparer Soon

With final bills in hand, meet with a tax preparer right away to find out how much tax will be owed. A tax preparer will (1) estimate how much money to set aside for taxes, and (2) want to know about purchases of equipment, gear, and permits to be made before the end of the year. Major investments can be expensed (written off against revenues) and reduce the tax burden, but those expenses must be incurred in the current tax year. So,
if you have major work to do on a vessel or gear, consider lining up boatyard time, gear hanging, or engine or refrigeration purchases before the end of the year. Also, ask your tax preparer about changes to the current tax laws.

**Strategize Long-Term Reinvestment in Your Operation**

It’s important to set aside money at the end of the season for eventual engine/machinery or whole boat replacement. Too often, operators taking the tax deduction for depreciation are not also setting aside the money to actually replace depreciated or worn out assets. If an engine typically lasts 5,000 hours and replacement costs are $40,000, the operator may consider putting at least $8 into an engine account for every tachometer hour. It might be even better to save $20 for each hour to cover the entire vessel depreciation. Remember, it’s not zins and belts that require big cash outlays—it’s engines, fuel tanks, etc.

**Pay Down Your Debts**

Did lean fishing years push you to the limit on your debt? Are you current on permit and vessel payments? Explore with your lender whether making bigger rather than minimal payments will put your business in a better long-term financial position. Before deciding to pay down loans in advance, carefully consider your year-end tax liability and next season start-up cash needs.

**Think About Refinancing Debts**

At the time of this publication, loan rates are very low for qualified borrowers. If you are paying a high interest rate on any loan, now is a good time to consider refinancing. For instance, lowering interest on an 8 year loan of $50,000 from 9% to 7% can save $5,000 (minus closing costs).

Reduce credit card debt wherever possible. Considering that a $50,000 loan for 8 years at 24% will cost $47,000 more than a 7% loan, the refinanced “return” can be much better than on many other investments.

**Retirement Savings**

Is retirement something just gray-haired skippers talk about over coffee? Remember, retirement will happen and you need to be in charge of your retirement income picture long before you tie up the boat for the last time. Always consider putting maximum annual contributions into a traditional IRA or a SEP (simplified employee pension)—some years it might make more sense than others. For those skippers with the coffee cups, remember the IRS allows for bigger contributions into qualified retirement accounts for folks age 50 and older. If you’re younger, time is on your side. Investing even small amounts early on can pay off over the long haul. For example, investing $200 monthly, earning 6% interest, will be worth over $200,000 in 30 years.

**Saving for Next Year’s Start-up**

Over the winter, review fixed costs like insurance, moorage, and storage to see if consolidating, changing providers, or sharing services with a fishing partner can reduce expenses. Remember, insurance is an important cost of doing business, so reducing
coverage to reduce premium costs is a serious consideration to be thoroughly reviewed. If you are using a bank, processor, or family member for spring start-up money and paying interest on grubstakes, earmark earnings this year to self-finance as much of next season’s start-up or maintenance costs as is reasonable.

Here are other areas to annually consider in your financial planning:

**Buying into an Operation**
If in the future you’re considering buying your own fishing operation, remember that watching permit, quota, and vessel prices is only one aspect of getting into the business of fishing. Build good business habits even before applying for a loan, such as strengthening your credit scores by making debt payments on time, settling on (and sticking to) a budget, and prioritizing short-term and long-term business expenditures. Remember, lenders want at least 20% down as well as collateral to secure a loan. For example, if that boat and permit cost $150,000, you need at least $30,000.

**Succession Planning**
If you are nearing retirement, remember that wise business succession planning is complex, and completely transferring your operation to new owners may take three to five years to accomplish. Make sure liens are cleared, the vessel has a strong maintenance record, and deferred maintenance is caught up. If a retirement goal is to keep the business in your local community, start working with an individual (crew, son, daughter) who wants to succeed you in running the operation.

**A Final Note**
Just as important as hiring good crew, find a tax preparer or financial planner familiar with fishing business operations to help you. Ask around and get referrals from your lender, family, or fellow fishermen. The Alaska Business Development Center ([www.abdc.org/services.html](http://www.abdc.org/services.html)) is a nonprofit organization that partners with others to
provide tax preparation and small business consultation for commercial fishermen throughout Alaska. Many Native corporations and Community Development Quota (CDQ) organizations also assist with fishing business planning.

For online business planning tools, sample crew contracts, etc., visit the Marine Advisory Program's Fishbiz website at marineadvisory.org/fishbiz.

Remember, your business success is more than adding up fish tickets at the end of a season. Whether captain or crew, the season is not done until bills are settled, the boat is winterized, taxes are estimated, and business, family, and personal financial needs (including your retirement income) are evaluated.
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